SELCTION MATRIX for Admission in Graduation
Bachelor in Arts

Bachelor in Science

Bachelor in Commerce

Intermediate
in Arts

1. All students passed the Arts at Intermediate Level are
eligible for Arts Pass course at Degree Level.
2. For Honours, She/He has to obtain at least 45% mark
at the Intermediate Examination in the subject
offered for Honours study,
OR
In an allied subject i.e related subject with 45% in
Intermediate in Arts.
3. Check the additional subject mark in intermediate
result DB during preparation of selection list also as if
he has read that as additional paper but he is not
having the 45% marks in that paper, then also he
won`t be eligible for that course.
Special Check:
4. Marks secured under NRB-HINDI & Compulsory
Language Subjects i.e. Matri Bhasha papers at
Intermediate level are not to be considered for
honours allotment. The subjects where full marks is
50, those subjects won`t be considered for
comparison for allotment of Honours Paper.
5. If he hasn’t studied that paper at Intermediate level,
he is not eligible for studying that paper at Degree
level.

Intermediate
in Science

1. Eligible.
1. All students passed the Science at
2. If s/he has passed the Examination in
Intermediate Level are eligible for
Intermediate in Science with 50% in
Science Pass course at Degree Level.
aggregate then only s/he can eligible
2. For Honours Courses, S/He has to obtain
for taking Honours in Commerce at
1. Eligible.
at least 45% mark at the Intermediate
Degree level.
2. He has to pass the Examination in Intermediate with 45%
Examination in the subject offered for
in aggregate.
Honours study,
3. If s/he has passed the Examination in
OR
Intermediate in Science with 45% in
In an allied subject i.e related subject
aggregate then only s/he can only
with 45% in Intermediate in Science.
eligible for taking Pass course in
Commerce at Degree level.
Special Check:

1. Eligible.
2. If she/he has passed the Examination
in Intermediate in Arts with 50% in
aggregate, then only s/he can eligible
for taking Honours in Commerce at
Degree level.
Not Eligible
3. If she/he has passed the Examination
in Intermediate in Arts with 45% in
aggregate then she/he can only be
eligible for taking Pass course in
Commerce at Degree level.
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Bachelor in Arts

Bachelor in Science

Bachelor in Commerce

3. Check the additional subject mark in
intermediate
result
DB
during
preparation of selection list also as if he
has read that as additional paper but he
is not having the 45% marks in that
paper, then also he won’t be eligible for
that course.
4. He has to be passed and secured 45% in
Biology to opt for Botany & Zoology.
5. For Mathematics and Statistics, S/he has
to pass the I.Sc examination in Maths &
Physics.
6. For Physics as Honours, S/he has to pass
in Physics and Maths.
7. For Electronics Honours, S/he has to
pass I.Sc examination in Physics and
Mathematics.
8. For Geography/Geology honours, S/he
has to pass the I. Sc. examination in
Geography/Geology/Math group at I. Sc.
level respectively.

Intermediate
in
Commerce

1. Eligible.
2. He has to pass the Examination in Intermediate with 45%
in aggregate.

Not Eligible

1. All students passed the in Commerce
at Intermediate Level are eligible for
Commerce Pass course at Degree
Level.
2. For Honours, S/He has to obtain at
least 45% in the Commerce Subjects
(In which he wants to do Hons. Or
allied Subject of that Commerce
Subject) or group of subjects then he
will be eligible for taking Honours at
Degree Level.

N.B.:



Universities are requested to check & confirm the enclosed list of allied subjects along with this rule.
You are also requested to provide the details of the subjects coming under “Commerce subjects/group of subjects”
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For any modification in the above degree selection matrix, then please suggest

Dr. Amar Kumar
Nodal Officer
Munger University, Munger

